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Pubished n the Interest of Clayton, Union County and Country in General.

Clayton, Uni on County,

VOL, II.
THE CLAYTON CITIZEN.

Friday Sept.

R. Q. Palmkr, Editor.
Louise Cuver, Associate Editor.

1906.

28,

No.

31.

"DO IT NOW"

2,500,000.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.

If you ever intended drilling a well

Pounds of Wool is the Annuai
put of Union County.

Subscription, one year, $2.00.
Subscription, six months, $1.25.
Advertising rutes fifty cents per
inch each month, single column.
Reading notices five cents per line,
ach insertion.
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Clayton has handled something
over one million pounds of wool
during this season. There has
been shipped from this place nine
hundred thousand pounds up to
this time and over one hundred
thousand
pounds still remain
stored in the wool house. The
wool crop is bringing on an aver
age of about 19 cents per pound.
making the valuation of the wool
crop handled at Clayton alone,
$190,000.00. Folsom and Logan
both are good wool markets, in
this county, ought to ship as
much as Clayton. Then Roy and

Buchtel, candidate for
governor of Colorado on the republican ticket, may not be in
a proper mood to say "Thy will
be done," after the election.
Rev.

J

N. M.,

ITucuincari ship

Commencing with this issue
the Clayton Citizen will publish
four hundred extra copies each
week for the month of November.
This brings the circulation close
to nine hundred. It is our intention to advertise Clayton, Union
"county, our patrons who are advertising with us, and incident- firms and the individual on a
ally ourselves. Don't forget that foundation that will not crash
the Clayton Citizen is the best with every little storm of adversi
advertising medium in northeast- ty that sweeps by.
If this cash business were
ern New Mexico and that it reachmade
universal it Would be but a
es the people who have the money
to spend,
short time until we, all, like the
"Village Blacksmith" could:
"Look the whole world in the face,
The political situation in theTer-ritorFor he owes not any num."
the coming electionhangs in
the balance. Neither party, so
AS OTHERS SEE US.
far as we are able to judge, has
Clayton has done gone and una reasonable right to claim a sure
thing this fall. The large flood incorporated, or disincorporated
f immigrationthathftsbeon pour- herself. With all the lawyers of
ing into the Territory for the past the city favorable, the incorpora'eighteen months, can easily turn tion should have stuck like pinon
the tide either way. This being wax to a sheep's back. Now they
the case, the men who are so must go over the whole business.
anxious to become servants of the But who is going to bear the ex(at present) dear people, had bet- pense up to date? The place can
ter lay their phlr.s accordingly.
not afford to take a backward step
in the matter. The ",000 people
A mortgage was filed in the are entitled to protection. "Hav''county clerk's oftice of this coun- ing once put their hand to the
ty, Sept. 24, 1900, executed by plow they cannot turn backward.'
the Santa Pe, Liberal and Engle-woo- the town is big enough and aged
R. R. company to the Unit- enough to manage her own afed States Mortgage and Trust fairs, to put on long dresses as
company, of New York City. it were to commence to beautify
First mortgage, gold bonds, as well as to clean up. The exItmounting to $8,000,000, bearing pense may come a little heavy but
interest at ihe rate of " per cent, property will advance in value
due 1930. The railroad is to be- sufficiently to remunerate the
gin at Des Moinesi New Mexico, property holders.
connecting with the Santa Ve
Raton and Des Moines R. R., go- Pike's Peak Centcnial Celeing east through Union county,
bration.
N. M., Beaver county, Okla., and
The One Hundredth Anhiver
Clark county, Kansas, to Englesary of the discovery of Pike's
wood, Kansas, a distance of 230
Peak by General Zcbulon Montmiles. The company Will keep
gomery Pike, was celebrated in
un open office in New York. J.
Colorado Springs this Week,
G. Nortllcut is president of the
Vice president Fairbanks and
toad and F. H. Ensign secretory
other notable's were present
Tuesday was "Plonker Day,'1
Wií aro glad to wti
of iur Wednesday, "Centcnial Day,"
merchants Starting on ;t CAMl When the monument and tablet
basis for We believe that till In erected to General Pike on the
the beat thing for our merchants summit of the mountain tvas unthe best thing few the" iruxtdmers, veiled and the ptiak formally
the best thing for the communi- christened ''Pike's Peak. "in the
ty in general. In fact ft cash midst of a blinding snow storm.
basis is the only w'ay to tninsact
Stensland Sentenced.
business. It is battel' fof the
Paul O. Htenslaud,- President
merchant because it enables hiirt
to pay cash for bis w'ai'es, there- of the defunct Milwaukee Avenue
by getting them at a" discount, Mtutp Dank, arrived in Chicago
and as he runs no risks of bad Wednesday, from Algiers,- afld
debts be can alTtwd to sell tt ll Was immediately t;ikni to the
closer margin,
Ji VV'tU.-- fof criminal eouí't where Jndgd Ker-stcsentenced him t n
the customer Inwrltis'o ho pay
In the'Joliet PenitenOnly for what he gets and does
not have to contribute a large per tiary. tSteusliind leaded guilty
éent. toward covering a possible to two indictments, J)Mh chargdelinquency on the part of hid ing embezzlon.6nt, the" maximum
neighbor. It is best for the com- prenaity under the law is fourteen
munity for it places the businesa years;
V
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considerable
sprinkle of wool which is produced in.Union county. A close
estimate of the wool produced in
Union county amounts to about
two and a half million pounds
every year, which brings annually into circulation $4 75 ,000.00!
The Kunb crop, raised in this
county, will bring about $500,000.-00- .
Other sheep shipped to market will amount to something
like $250,000.00 each year. Making a total income of the sheep
industry of Union county about
$1,325,000.00 annually.
a
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Mills, Pipe and Casing were never as cheap as
now, and you will save money by buying your out-- it

from
ROBERT

V. ISAACS,

Clayton,

N. M.

Field fence, House fence, Barbed
Wire and Corrugated Iron in

Stock.

Tin Shop
In Connection
First-Cla-

ss

3a

DENTIST..

NEW SANITARIUM ULtJ'Q.
ItOOMS

ft 10 UP MTAIHS.

B

Dr. J. C. Slack,
physician And surgeon.
Special Attention Given to
DISEASES or WOMEN.
Hours.

Offi u

Í?,!01
I

jM-7

.

9 p.

EEL

DR, IS

D.

u,

ISKE

ard SURGEON

PHYSICIAN

Country Calls Answered.
CFFICf AT RfSIOENCf,

CLAYTON. N.

L

G

DR. W. W. CHILTON.

Dealer a all kinds of Building Material, Builder's Hard
ware, Paints, Oils &c. A good stock always on hand.

j&

Clayton,

Ot'I-'JC-

SECOND FLOOli
OTTO 1.1ÜILDIXG.

&

New Mexico.

Jordan & Cox,
Real Estate Company,

WILIJAM HUME UROWN,

DENTISTV

Marsh

Lwnber Yard

M.

Texlme Texas,
List your Farms, Ranches, and Claims with un, for Quick Sales,
Beaver County Claims a Specialty.
We also handle Town Property, Lots and etc. Call on or write us.
OFFICES,
Texline, Texas, ToXhoma( Guymoh, Hooker, Oklahoma.

THE CIÍY MARKET.
R. T. MANSKER,

Prop.

Fresh and Salt Meats.
Fancy Groceries,
Country Produce,
Choice Fruits,
Vegetables,
Always In Stock,

Phone No. I

CUrton,

THE CLAYTON
ta)$3

CAFE

Mettls and Lanches

CLAYTON LAND COMPANY
We are in the land business and
Want your property to list
AND TO SELL

N. Mt

&aPBa

We are in a position to handle It
with benefit to you and Ourselves,
talk it over with us.

Conw hi arid

at All Hour?

Day and Night,
Dread,
Pastry,
Vegetables,
Fruit,
Hams, JJacom
The Best Goods at the Lowest
Prices.
Condensed Import 6f Th

CLAYTON LAND COMPANY

"DEN'S PLACE."

First National Bank of Clayton, N, M.

fonrforoil to (ho C(liipt roller of C'urfcucy i

A

Al the close of business September

4, 1000.
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RESOURCES

C E rAHRINOTON.
ATT0RNEYp2sai
AT LAW.
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A. A. WILT,
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Indcter-miutte.pri-

DO IT NOW.

Furniture,
Mattings?
Mouldhigs,
Cabinet and repair work r.éatly
and promptly done'.

Latest Styles Lowest prices

mils Discount ....-.....;-.
Furniture and HtnrH in
Five Per Cent Funds.......
Cash Sliiltt Et!Mitr.
Demand Lonns. , , .
9.
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Surplus
C'lrtulMio'fJ
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unfiect to the beit of my knowledge.
N. E. WHixwoKTHj Cashier;
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A DANGEROUS

A

TRAGEDY

PRACTICE.

WORST

. .. .
w" rmm manes insurance

Burnlnn

rtaa r

void.

BAILORS MAY HAVE STARVED IN
NATURAL PRISON.
Boat

nd Raft of Lost Steamer Valen-cí- a
and Eight Skeletons Found
In Cave on Pacific Coast-R- ock
Barred Egress.

Victoria, n. C. A dispatch from
Carnianah respecting the finding of a
lifeboat and a pontoon from the
steamer Valencia In caves with eight
skeletons has beeu supplemented by a
later message from the lighthouse
keeper at Carnianah, which throws
further light on the find. He does not
Indicate where the cave Is located, or
who has made the find, but his description of the situation Indicates that
there Is a possibility that the skeletons are those of a baud less fortunate
even than those who remained on the
Valencia aud went down to certain
death. His Information gives rise to
the possibility that the eight persons
represented by the skeletons now discovered were caught In a trap, surby

rounded

high stone walls, and
Ihere starved to death.
The cave In which the boat and the
skeletons were found Is described as
barred at the entrance by a large rock.
The passage on cither side of this
rock is far too narrow to permit of
the boat being taken out that way.
Apparently the boat got In by being
washed over the top of the obstructing rock on the crest of a great
wave. Once behind the rock access
to the open sea was cut off, even when
the water subsided, as It was Impossible to get the boat past the barrier.
The prisoners were also walled In
from freedom on the land side and
must there have perished for lack of
Tood.

The boat Is not damaged except for
small hole in the forward air chamber near the gunwale. To take It out
of Its place will require a strong force
of men. The light keeper says: "I am
loo
here to do anything."
The cave Is apparently a gathering
place of debris, as the lighthouse keep-i- t
says that In order to make an attempt at Identifying the skeletons It
would be necessary to remove several
short-hande-

tons of rubbish

which had since

ac-

cumulated, and with that accomplished something might be found
within the cave which would give a
clue as to the Identity of the unfortunate refugees who perished In the

prison.
The Indians, It Is reported, knew of
lie presence of the boat and bodies
for several months, but kept It secret.
In the absence of knowledge of the
source of the Information It is
that It came from the Indians.
Capt. Gaudln's personal opinion Is
lhat the story will prove a false one.
He inclines to the belief that it has
originated with the Indians, but will
have the matter fully Investigated.
Capt. Gaudin points out that it is unreasonable to suppose that a boat
would bo dashed over a rock such a3
d

described as barring the entrance
the cave and sustain practically no
Injury.
This feature of the story,
Capt. Gaudin thinks, throws a very
i troug suspicion
on Its reliability. He
further thinks it unlikely that In the
latrol of the coast which took place
Immediately alter the wreck occurred,
inch a spot as described should escape
is
tu

notice.
EACH MAN HIS OWN MOTOR BOAT

It seems that considerable danger

w

Spotchet All Over Face Affected Parts Now Clear at Ever-C-ured
by the Cuticura Rem-

Black

to

t, cuma in the practice of
burning off oirt
int
'"
inf. T L QUe8tIon haa lonS been a
of debate in the
technical
ournals. and now householders and
he newspapers have begun
to discuss
It. Those of us who, with
trembling
hnVA tirnAU J a
.Li.cu u,e painters blow a
fiery blast from thoir
..-.
our houses, and have looked
sadly at
Painting bill because
ñf the
time wasted on this preliminary work, are interested
in the
by the Greenfield (Mass.)
Gazette and Courier
hit, .
plderable space to the
reasons for the
practice, questions Its necessity
and
suggests ways to prevent the
risk of
uu.u.ug uown one s house in
get the old paint off. It says: order to
"There Is a good deal of discussion
among householders as to
the
in painting houses, of burning
oft the old paint, a practice
that has
grown very common of late In
Greenfield and elsewhere. Insnmn
..w
are strongly opposed to this
method
It makes void insurance policies for
fires caused in this manner.
Several
houses in Greenfield have gotten afire
as the result of this method,
and in
some places houses have
burned as a
result.
"It Is undnnlirorltv
it.. wnen
a house has been painted uini
over and
uvur again mere comes to be an accumulation of naint
new paint Is put on top of
these accumulations it is almost sure to blister To burn It off Is the quickest
and cheapest and perhaps the surest
...CL.iuu ol getting rid of this old
paint."
The Gazette find PnilrW nnntAH
tain ola -natrons- tn th ofrw
wwi,i, Liiat at
cumulations of paint are unnecessary.
iay me blame partly
icoo
on the painter who fails to
brush his
paint in well, partly on the custom of
painting In damp weather or not allowing sufficient time for drying between
l"al". u"a Partly to the use of adulterated paints instead of
linseed oil and pure white lend.
The
paper says:
.'Many of the old
that If care is taken at all these points
.1 ia uusouuciy unnecessary to have
paint burned off. Thov nrivw
in a I
people who have houses painted
should
r
own materials, and to have
them put on by the day, so as to be
sure to get good lead nnH Ml r
course the burnine nff nf nnin ..'....
Increases the cost of the job."
i ne irouoie householders everywhere
have- with paint Is
n
j
Duuiiueu
up by our contemporary,
and the
causes are about the same everywhere
fly far the most frennpnt
iiuv- - ui tile
necessity for the dangerous practice
of burning old paint is the use of poor
material. The oil should be pure lln- auL-mm me white lead should be
real
white
t-

deslr-abilit-

s

U1(-'l-

c..j

OF ECZEMA.

FORM

edies.
"About four years ago I was afflicted with black splotches all over my
face and a few covering my body,
which produced a severe Itching Irritation, and which caused me a great
deal of annoyance and suffering, to
such an extent that I was forced to
call In two of the leading physicians
of my town. After a thorough examination of the dreaded complaint they
announced P. to be skin eczema In Its
worst form. They treated me for the
same for the length of one year, but
the treatment did me no good. Finally my husband purchased a set of
the Cuticura Remedies, and after
using the contents of the first hnttle
of Cuticura Resolvent in connection
with the Cuticura Soan and Ointment.
the breaking out entirely stopped. I
continued the use of the Cuticura
Remedies for six months, and after
that every splotch was entlrelv ennn
and the affected parts were left as
ciear as ever. The Cuticura Remedies not only cured me of that dread.
ful disease, eczema, but other complicated troubles as well.
Lizzie E.
Sledge, 540 Jones Ave.. Selma. Ala..
Oct. 28, 1905."

Every mother pats herself on the
bsck when her daughter marries the
man Rhe selected.
Mnnev

rpflinrlpd

fnr

flnl,

PINAM FADELESS DYKS
Ask jour druggist.

tt

tvinl.-nv-

if

unaatia-factor-

Constantly look up. De on the
watch for chances to rise, like a bird
let loose, though but for a moment,
Into the upper air. Austin Phelpa.
Laundry work at houie would bt
more satisfactory if the right
Starch were used. In order to eet the
much

desired stiffness. It is usually neces
sary to use so much starch that the
beauty and fineness of the fabric is
hidden behind a paste of varying
thickness, which not only destroys the
appearance, but also affects the wear
ing quality of the goods. This trouble
can be entirely overcome by using
Starch, as It can be applied
much more thinly because of Its greater strength than other makes.
Proved

It Is
a bank

fcftectuai.

900 years since the failure of
In China. On the last occasion

when such an event happened, the
emperor had the failure Investigated,
and found It had been due to reckless

conduct on the part of the directors.
He at once issued an edict that, the
next time a bank failed, the heads ot
Its president and directors were to
be cut off. This edict, which has
never been revoked, has made Chlna'i
banking Institutions
the safest In
the world.

lead.

The

latter

.ui.oiaiii.-e-

,

Is

anu pulverized

Earthy
rock and

keener than being dry

quartz, are fienuentlv usorf na h0n.
eners, to the great detriment of
the

The French inventor who devised
the motor boats has now conceived an
adaptation of the petrol power for
supplying the human body with mechanical power for propulsion in the
water. Every man may thus become
his own motor boat.
In order to use the device a person
need not be a swimmer, for In addition to its propulsive powers the apparatus Is devised to keep the body
afloat. A water-tigh- t
box containing
a little perol engine and a fuel supply
Is strapped to the user's back.
The inventor thinks the chief use
of the apparatus will be In
for In an emergency the operator has
only to start the motor by turning a
little crank, sling the box on his back
and launch himself In the water.
May

Upt

President's Reform.

Washington. The discovery
been mado by a Washington lawyer. It
is said, that the sctlon of President
Roosevelt in putting Into effect the
simplified spelling may be In violation
of a law that was passed by congress
some years ago. It Is said that about
23 years ago congress passed a joint
resolution, which was approved by the
president, making Webster's
Unabridged dictionary the standard for
government spelling, and that the law
has never been repealed. It Is also
stated that there Is on record a decision of the United States suprema
court affirming the resolution.
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Mrj. Ctesten Curry
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A nervous, irritable mother, often on
Mrs. Chester Currv.
nf tti
the verge of hvsterios, is unfit to care Ladies' Symphony Orchestra, 43 Sarafor children ; it ruins a child's disposi- toga Street, East Boston, Mass.,
tion and reacts upon herself. The writes:
trouble between children Bnd their Dear Mrs. Plnkham:
mothers too often is due to the fact " For eight years I was troubled with exthat the mother has some female weak- treme nervousness and hysteria, brought on
ness, and she is entirely unfit to belr by irregularities. I could neither enjoy life
nor 6leep nights: I was very irritable, nervous
the strain upon her nérveo that governi- and
despondent.
ng; children involves; it is impossible
" Lydia 13. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
for her to do anything calmly.
was recommended and proved to be the only
The ills of women act like a firebrand remedy that helped me. I have daily improved in health until 1 am now strong and
s
upon the nerves, consequently
of the nervous prostration, ner- well, and all nervousness has disappeared."
Mrs. Charles V. Brown,
vous despondency, " the blues," sleepof the Mothers' Club, 21 Cedar
lessness, and nervous irritability of
women arise from some derangement Terrace, Hot Springs, Ark., writes:
Dear Mrs. Finkham:
of the female organism.
" dragged through nine years of miserDo you experience fits of depression able Iexistence,
worn out with paiu and nerwith restlessness, alternating with vousness, until it seemed
as though I should
extreme irritability? Are your spirits fly. I then noticed a statement of a woman
easily affected, so that one minute you troubled as I was, and the wonderful results
laugh, and the next minute you feel she derived from Lydia E. Pinkham's Vepe
table Compound. I decided to try it. I did so,
like crying ?
Do you feel something like a ball ris- and at the end of three months I was a differwoman. My nervousness was all gone, I
ing in your throat and threatening to ent
was no longer irritable, and my husband fell
choke you ; all the senses perverted, in love with me all over again."
morbidly sensitive to light and sound ;
Women should remember that Lydia
pain in the abdominal region, and E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is
between the shoulders; bearing-dowthe medicine that holds the record for
pains; nervous dyspepsia and almost the greatest number of actual cures of
continually cross and Bnappy ?
female ills, and take no substitute.
If so, your nerves are in a shattered
Free Advice to Women.
condition, and you are threatened with
Mrs. l'inkham, daughter-in-laof
nervous prostration.
Lydia E.Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.. invites
Proof is monumental that nothing in all sick women to "write to her for
the world is better for nervous prostra- advice. Mrs. Pinkham'svastexperience
tion than Lydia E. I'inkham's Vege- with female troubles enables her to adtable Compound; thousands and thou- - vise you wisely, and she will charge
OUUU3 oi women can testify to this fact
juu uuiuing ior neraavice.
Ask Mrs. Pinkham's Advlce-- A
Woman Best Understands a Woman's Ills.
nine-tenth-

n
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This Is What Azss&rx

ljgt

Catches Me!
l6o.

One-Thlr-

More Starch.

d

1

panic.

Painters rarelv
míe
lead themselves and thev vmv
use ready prepared paints
the most
frequent causes of paint trouble. Dut
they do often buy adulterated white
lead because the property owner Insists on a low price and the painter
has to economize somewhere.
The
suggestion is therefore a good one

"'

YOU ARE SURE
OF THIS IF YQU

fíhJ'

WtAR

n

i

awsEswrransi

',:

'ttf&Rf
WATERPROOF
I III

nil

that the property owner investigate
the subject a little, find out the name CLOTHING
BLACK OR YELLOW
of some reliable brand of whit
On sale everywhere
and see that the keg is marked with
J TOvC
CO BOT3N
that brand.
The linseed oil Is more difficult to
be sure of, as It is usually sold in
bulk when the quantity Is small; but
reliable makers of linseed oil can be
BEST IN THI WORLD
learned on Inquiry, and, if your dealer
$4 Gilt, Edge, line.
is reliable, you will get what you want. W.LUouglas
.
it.
it
Pure white lead and linseed oil are rannuiuBBquaiieaaianjpnca
3
Shoe t'dltrt;
so necessary to good paint that the
W. L. Douglas' Jobbing HnuM u Uie inuit
little trouble necessary to get them
complete In thia country
Sendjor Catalog
well repays the house owner in dollars
and cents saved.
xj

French Inventor Devises Plan to Supply Human Body with Power.

Mahe Unhappy Homes Their Condition Irritates
Both. Husband and Children How Thousands
of Mothers Have Been Saved From Nervous
Prostration and Made Strong and WelL

I

u

tampered with than the oil.

Tized, Nezvous Motheis

W. L. DOUGLAS

3.50 &3.00 Shoes

JjJJjpí'

POUND

a

Brara the
In Use For Orcr 30 Ycara.
Tta Kind Yon liare AJwaa Bought.

Swallowed by the Sea.
During 1903 there were wrecked,
burned and foundered at sea 297
steam vessels, of a net aggregate
tonnage of 253,611, aud 296 sailing
vessels of 214,600 tons.
Mra. Wlnalim'a ftootlitns; Syrup.
uiru, iTuucra In.
Itftiuiumliun allas pin,cur.wUiaouUc.
K&uatuuM.
For chllüien Krtiimir. mutua m

Some one says that the voice ot
conscience Is but an

WlJjllHm

If

I

ÍH ll p
IT

Important to Mothers.

Signature

WmMm

No premiums, but
í
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New Mercury Deposit.
A new mercury deposit is said to
have been discovered
at Wleder-schwlnIn Carlnthia, Austria, a little
to the north of the district of Cam!-o!a- ,
where similar deposits extend
from Idrla to Neumarkt. The deposit
Is thought to be extensive.
Examine carrfully erery bottle of CASTOH1A,
i tafe and ture remedy for luíanla and children,
and aes that It

XiimrmMííi

SHOES FOB EVERYBODY AT ALL PEICLd.
mm aoa. o to 1.BO. Bon' BUoes, f 3
Lir.aaa' as uuuurtm a tinosa. t4.V0 to pi.oo.
Try W. I Douglna v re',
lUtaaea and
Clilldrcn'a ahoua; for atyle, fit and wear
they rxvul other niakei.
If I could take you Into my larfce

factories at Brockton, Mass. .and show
you how cars.'ully W.L. Douglas shoes
are made, you w ould
understand
why they hold t'.r i.:ape, fit better,
wear longer, and are of greater alue
than any other make.
t'-e-

.

more sU,cb thaa
other brands. Try
hot

w

W

starching it has no
wül not stick to the iron, j

O

QURW.

Take The Right Road
ChicagcSt PauI,Minacspolis

all inflamed, ulcerated and catarrhal
of the mucous membrane such as

OmihtorK&ns&sCtr

dosing the stomach.
But you surely can cure these stubborn
altections by local treatment with

Great

con-anio-

nasal catarrh, uterine catarrh caused
by feminine ills, sore throat, sore
mouth or inflamed eyes by simply

Paxtine Toilet Antiseptic

Wherever you live, you cao obtain W. L.
Douglas ahoes. Hti name and prlca Is stantred
en tn bottom, which p rotéela youagalnat hlco
price and Interior ahoes. Ta km no aufcirl.
Aalc your dealer lor W. L. Douglaa ahoca
and Iniltt upoa bavins; then.
fcttt Color tutlttt uni; iay will not wtar brais
Writs lor Illustrated Catalog; nf Fall Styles.
W. L. DUUULAS, Dept. 12, brockton, Ma;i,

which destroys the disease germs.checks
discharges, stops pain, and heals the
Inflammation and soreness.
Paxtine represents the most successful
local treatment for feminine ills ever
produced. Thousands of women testify
to this fact. 50 cents at druggists.
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Send for Free Trial Box
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THE R. PAXTOM CO. Boston. Mas

Wbiern
Unequalled Equip.
on All Trains
C. P. CUYOT. Traveling

809 17th
E"n"Ant,
Col.

the pile, of slag was so high that the
PERUNA PRAJSED.
top reached above the water, and then
a curious thing occurred. The water
would sizzle and steam as the slag
was dumped in, but this day, as the
last of the slag was poured onto Uie
little island, some of It remained red
hot. Suddenly there was a brilliant
burst of flame, so prolonged and so
Simple Toys and Fuzzles Have Brought Millions to Their Inventors-Som- e
hot that there was danger of the furnace catching fire.
of the Greatest Discoveries Made Purely Through
Then Wilson began to think. The
J
AccidentEdison and the Fhcaograph.
next day he took somo of the curious
5
NATIONAL LEAGUE NEWS.
looking substance and wet it with water, but, much to his surprise, nothing
J
came of it. Then he struck a match
"One of the worst drawbacks to
"There's millions in it."
and held it near the mixture, and im- baseball," says Tommy Corcoran, the
The man or woman who conceives to market was a serious thing evolved mediately a bright flame was produced Cincinnati shortstop, "is that the great
an idea that is patentable almost in- the Idea of packing them in separate and Wilson knew that he had discov- majority of men who follow it know
variably has visions ot immense compartments, and this simple device ered something valuable. Hid discov- nothing else. The preliminary trainwealth, but how often the dream is Is now used altogether, and the coun ery was acetylene gas, and ho made a ing of a ball player for a professional
realized may.be found by consulting tryman Is not obliged to toil for his fortune out of it.
career comes in the early years of
the patent office authorities, the men dally bread.
A Gorman manufacturer of nitro
his life, when he should bo qualifying
who handle thousands and thousands
'A
It must not bo thought from this glycerin wa3 the inventor of dyanmite,
of these "children of the brain" that (hat
the field of invention is occupied but was not seeking for it at the timo
never bring to their inventors even entirely by man, for it is not. Woman he received proof of Its explosive qualthe amount of money necessary lor has entered into competition with him ities. Nitroglycerin is a liquid which
getting them patented. Rut, on the in this field, also, and some of her pa- will not explode, but will burn rather
other hand, there are a great many tents have been as useful and as good with a steady flame, when fire is ap
patents that have made their origin- money-makerOne day the manufacturer
as those belonging to plied.
MRS. ESTHER M. MILNER.
.
ators immensely wealthy, and famous the sterner Bex. Inventions by women spilled some of the stuff on the floor,
as well.
lighted
a
drorped
a
later
little
15ox S21, DcOraff, Ohio.
and
cover all the branches of Hie, and,
that
One would naturally suppose
Dr. S. B. Hartman, Columbus, Ohio.
match in the same place. The explos
I .r
Dear íur :
the greatest returns would bo from strange to say, quite as many patents ion which followed was astonishing
I wiis a terrible sufferer from
the large affairs, such as the electric aro granted them for Improved ma- and quite a little disconcerting, but he
pelvic weakness and hail headache
railroad, the telephone and the tele- chinery as for articles of woman's had discovered dynamite, and his forcontinuously. I whs not nble to iio my
graph, but Buch is not the case, for the wear.
tune was made. While nitroglycerin
housework for myself and liu hand.
small household inventions, mechaniThe first patent ever granted to a will, not explode while in liquid form,
I wrote von ami described my condi
cal toys and puzzles have given quick- woman in the United States was for it becomes explosive the instant the
You
tion ns neiirly as possible.
menrteu l'eruna. i looit lour untura ot
er returns and greater profits for the a machine for the weaving of straw particles are separated so that each
it and was completely cured. I tliink
money expended than any of the lar- with silk or thread, and this was pa- has sufficient air about it. This fluid
Peruna a wonderful medicineund liuvo
Mary
ger affairs.
Mary
1809
by
Kies.
sufficiently
in
shock'
tented
vaporizes whenever
recommended it to my friends with the
At some time or another in life ev- Jane Montgomery invented the mow ed. and Is then so lnflammablo that
very bust of results.
erybody has turned his mind to get ing machine, and in 1866 she took out the mere heat of the shock sets it off,
Esther M. Milner.
ting out a patent, and the usual cry a patent on a machine for punching The name of the German who spilled
Very few of the great multitude of
women who huve been relieved of some
has been, when one man succeeded in holes in corrugated metal. Her many his nitroglycerin was Nobel, and ho
pelvic disease or weakness by Peruna
amassing a fortune, that he had luck. inventions netted her a considerable
ever consent to pive a testimonial to be
Luck never enters into the patent fortune, as fortunes went in those
read by the public.
business, except in so far as one in- days. A woman in California made
There a re, however, a few conrafrenns,
of
Invention
something
that
the
$50,000
time
from
at
the
her
over
vents
women who will for the
Tommy Corcoran.
Washbuying
baby carriage, and a woman in
something is wanted by the
sake of their suffering sisters allow
professional
or
for
a
business
Jiimself
their cures to be published.
public. The man who invented "Pigs ington, Mrs. Johnson, made a good
calling. After he has played ten or
Mrs. Milner is one of these. In her
In Clover" happened to strike the thing out of the Invention of the Ice5 years he feels as a matter of fact (fratitude for her restoration tolu-iiltpublic fancy, and millions of people cream freezer, for before that time all
any
he is out of the running In
she is willing' that
other
nil over the country were chasing the cream was stirred with a Bpoon until
A GRATEFUL
the women of the
business. He may save something out
little marbles into the middle pen. It was frozen.
world should
whole
TO
LETTER
of his salary, but the chances are that
know it. A chronic
DR. HARTMAN
That man made millions on his simple
he will not, for as a rule ball players
invalid broucht buck
puzzle because he launched It at the Criminals as Great Inventors.
So when his days to health is no small matter. Words
are Improvident.
right time.
Criminals have played an Important
of usefulness as a big leaguer are over are inadequate to express complete
part In some of the world's greatest
he drifts down among the minors, gratitude.
Inventors Do Not All Die Poor.
inventions, and some have made small
whjre his past achievements are
by
gained
inventions fortunes out of "their discoveries.
The rewards
all the glory he can boast of in
about
Disused Houses Cheap.
In the past 50 years have been far in Charles Filer, who devised the new
the diamond game."
Many tourists in Switzerland were
excess of those that accrued to the
sewing machine, was servCharlie Alpcrman will keep himself astonished this summer to see vilearlier inventor, although the general ing his fourth terra for burglary when
in
condition this winter shoveling lages In the Rhone
valley, near
ma
great
public has believed that the
the Idea was perfected. When he was
coal under a boiler in a factory at Brlgue, which looked as if they had
jority of Inventors either die in the released his Idea was backed by some
Aetna, Pa.
Inquiry they
On
been bombarded.
poorhouse or the Insane asylum. This capitalists, and he was given a salary
houses
Pittsburg has purchased the release found that the demolished
Impression was due partly to the fact of $5,000 a year to superintend the
temporary boarding
of Absteln, a clever
player were
mostly
that Whitney, who Invented the cot- construction of the machines, In addinow with the Shreveport club.
He places for the Italian laborers who
ton gin; Goodyear, who first vulcan- tion to a royalty. At the same time
After
tunnel.
made the Simplón
ized rubber, and Morse, the father of he sold his English rights for $50,000 Evolved the Idea of Packing Them in will be assigned to utility roles.
Hilly Lauer, who has been on Mc- - their departure these houses were ofSeparate Compartments.
the telegraph, all died poor, and deeach not, ol
rived no benefits from their Invenpatented the combination and became Craw's reserve list for Beveral seasons, fered for sale at $50ground
on which
has been released to the Waterbury course, Including the
tions.
immensely wealthy.
they stood.
club of the Connecticut league.
Naturally, when a great Invention Is
put upon the market the Inventor is
Overall and Walsh are the only
Edison and the Phonograph.
The extraordinary popularity of fine
exploited in all the newspapers and
bachelors on Chicago's payroll now.
The greatest of our inventors,
white goods this summer makes the
magazines, but when some little trifle
During thi Phillies' exhibition game
Thomas A. Edison, owes his invention
choice of Starch a matter of great imis brought out there is hardly any no-- "
of the phonograph partly to an aid-den- t. at Jamestown on August 26, Magee's portance.
Defiance Starch, being free
what
or
man
of
himself
the
tice taken
Edison had been working night Titusville friends presented him with
from all injurious chemicals, is the
r,1 Kiwi
he has given to the world, but it is I
and day to perfect the telephone, ttnd a dress suit cans.
only one which Is safe to use on fine
Just such little things that have been,
had constructed a number of small
Iieltzhoover's pet, Otto Knabe, the fabrics. Its great strength as a
r
If not the source, the start of great
sheepskin drumheads, to test their Toledo infielder, will return to the
the
usual
of
quantity
makes
half
fortunes.
value as diaphragms as compared with Pittsburg fcld.
Starch necessary, with the reu't of
J. W. McGIll In 1867 invented the
metal and other substances. To some
There have been numerous good perfect finifh, equal to that when tho
little metal paper fastener without
of these sheepskin diaphragms he had Judge3 of ball players, but mighty few
goods were new.
which no office is now considered
attached a magnetic needle which was that were the eiuals of Frank Selee
complete, and though but a trifle it
Intended to project toward the magnet in that regard.
Floating Exposition.
made wealth for its Inventor. Such a
and assist in conveying the vibration
Three hundred British firms have
little thing as the rubber tip on a
by
voice.
caused
the human
contributed to an exhibit of poods
pencil brought $200,000 to Its inventor,
AMONG THE MINORS.
These did not fulfill Edison's expec
which Is displayed on the lower decks
Hymen L. Lipman, and that small
tations, and were discarded as useless.
of a former military transport, and
you
wear on the
piece of metal which
The A. J. G. club, of the New York
His assistants soon discovered that
will be sent from London to different
heel of your shoe to protect it had
by holding the drumheads close to the lengue, has released Pitcher Villeman.
ports of Canada, the West Indies,
made up to 1887 over $1,000,000 for
mouth and making a guttural sound, a
Vho Toronto club has1 signed Out- South America, South Africa, India,
projector.
Its
noise approaching music could be se- fielders Medensaul and George
,
China, Japan and Australia. The voyA man named Canfleld first hit up- - Suddenly There Was a Brilliant Burst cured, much the same as when a piece
late of Montreal.
age is expected to last 12 months.
of paper is wrapped around a comb.
of Flame.
nrady, of the Little Roik
Plher
In attempting to playfully stop one of team, has a record of striking out 11
London Policeman Rum Amuck.
cash and $25,000 worth of stock of the the men from playing on it, Edison nen. Every strike was a good healthy
During one of London's recent hot
English company.
touched the little needle, but no soon fwlng and not one had to be
called days a policeman suddenly became
The discovery of thermite has help er had he done so than be gave one l"y the umpire.
crazed and drew his club and charged
ed science and mechanics to such an of his characteristic starts and re
striking right and
Hill Cllngman, of the Toledo team, along the sidewalk
extent that one Bteel manufacturer re quested the operator to repeat the per
left. He had cleaned two blocks bebaseball
year,
from
will
retire
this
marked that It would, when in gen- formance. It was repeated, and attain
on the diamond cover- fore some of his comrades caught and
a
eral use, decrease the cost of steel he touched the needle, with evident after careerof more
overpowered him.
period
than 16 years.
ing
a
yet the Inventor was delight. He went among his assist
ships
Is
Gettman
the
Center Fielder
best
Life often seems but a shipwreck,
Frita von Schmidt, known to the Eu- ants, asking them to hum, sing and
ropean police as "Count Ether," be- talk against the little drumhead, he player on the Buffalo team. He is whose fragments are friendship, glory
cause he was a scientist who, when keeping his finger ever so lightly on batting .308 and fielding .986.
and love. The shores of time mat, e
was through, though he would not pass during our life are covered with
wanted for a burglary, always van- the little needle.
Mme. de Stael.
ished as quickly as that volatile spirit.
"I have It!" he suddenly exclaimed, roiud V'aynS with that team could these derelicts.
Von Schmidt was discovered by his and retreated to his office and com George Huff be induced to take the
efforts to patent his Invention. He ex- menced drawing diagrams for new ma management of the club. Of this there
plained to a patent agent in Berlin chlnery, which his assistants speedily Is practically no chance, for Huff says
what his patent would do, and offered made, and a few days later the first he Is thoroughly satisfied with his poto make his way into the attorney's phonograph was put together. It was sition at the University of Illinois.
Washington has shown flashes of
safe, but the attorney called up the a crude affair, the pin making an lmability under Stahl's leadpolice instead.
presslon on wax. It talked Imperfect
Each spring the club starts
Acetylene gas, one of the most Im- ly, but It showed Edison that he vas ership.
portant Industrial inventions of the on the right track, and he rapidly Im- out and stays near the top the first
last decade, was stumbled upon by ac- proved It, until now it Is almost er month. Last season it was at tho to;)
Wa Serving Hit Fourth Term for cident by a man named Wilson, who
fectlon. The phonograph was at first for some time and gave promise of be'
Burglary When the Idea Was
had an electrical furnace In North regarded as a mere toy, but later it ing In the fight for the pennant, but
Perfected.
I
as the battle waxes warmer It steadily
Carolina for metallurgical purposes. was sold for $1,000,000.
drops, and last year was no exon the notion of making arm pit From time to time he used a great
stock,
In
ception.
his
furnace
salt
rock
of
In
deal
Millions
ot
shields seamless with a sheet
If Stahl drops the management ot
The Inventor of
the
rubber, and it brought him and also limestone as a flux. Whenan income of many' thousands a year. ever these two materials were fused George Westinghouse, Is one of (he h9 Senators, there will probably be
beveral changes In management of
The man who Invented the metal fast- together, as he noticed after a while, best known Inventors of the
enings for buttons must have been a the slag produced by the intense elec- day, but It was a long time beforo he American league clubs before tbo
bachelor, for it did away with sewing trical heat included a dirty grayish could get any moneyed men Interested opening of the 1907 season. Boston
substance wholly unlike anything he eqough In his
to back blm will see a change. Detroit is likely to
but it made him a millionaire.
john w. morris
had ever seen.
Perhaps the one thing in his life lhat on , account of the friction that has
j
WMblntton, U. C
year,
present
and
this
Fielder
been
IV.at
Rankin
was
regretted
McKee
Claim.
The Barbed Wire Fence.
11. 8. Penilra Bunu.
when Westinghouse offered him u talf Jones has said he will not lead the
The barbed wire fence, about which Discovered Acetylene Gas.
for $50-- he White Stockings another year, though
For weeks he noticed this substance, Interest In the
many have said unkind things as they
PATENT ATTORXBIS.
disentangled themselves, was worth without giving more than a passing did not accept it. This Invention ret It that club wins the pennant he is
to
persuade
dump
to
work
likely
find
it
to
hard
oricontinued
and
many
it,
to
thought
ns
westingbousa
Mr.
ted
mill
to
the
royalties
$1,500,000
in
over
Trade Mark, De- ginator. A countryman, whose loss It Into the river upon the bankj ot of dollars and brought him world V Coniskey to permit him to drop tbo i
iin. CovtrtKbu n
w Lutioli
i Ml
i
wroour"
Soon
his
furnnv.
way
built
which
bad
he
I N atm a m
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Commencement Sale Of Our
Cash Business
Every article marked down to ROCK BOTTOM. Everything in fhe 'house will'be a
Bargain in comparison with what you pay elsewhere,
--

.

A Few Specialties For This Week.
9t stylish Sumin 2r Lawn Waists,

size

ftw

13

lo '40, will bo closed out at

.Another lot of Clnui.bry waists, colors blue and

Sizes

Ox-Bloo-

34

2oct-- :

and

86

GENUINE BAR.U AIN, (OUR FOIU1 EU PRICE 75c TO $1.

Each.,

A.

only.

TO CLOSE AT Mots Each,

BEAUTIFULLAWN WAISTS,

SALE-PRICE-

FORMER PRICE,

.

.Embroidered Fronts,
Lace Insertion 'Fronts,.
Pleated Fronts,
All Thrown

$1.23
$1.50.

$1.7ú
$2.00.

fLatlios uoeX wear, about i dozen in this lot, nicely made, all

uHoi,

ouv .Iom.r price oOets, SALE PRICE ítícta TWO FOR 85ts.
Indies embroidered tnrn down collars lOcts, Í1 for 23cts. Thia'U

larjo an ay oí waitings for Autumn wear in plads and stripes,
Former Prices 20cts to 83cts per yard,

tt.

24 to 80 inches wide, no two pieces alike. About 1,000
SALE PRICE 1 lets TO 40ct;s PEE YARD,

PLADS are the most popular line of dress fabrics now shown.

Our entire stock is the

sm.aUiteni but a 'BIG BARGAIN

yards of these matchless waistings.

complete,

mo&t

We do not stop at Denver or St. Louis to buy our Stock, or wait until some drummer
Comes around, who j's homeward bound with his depleted stock, but go direqt into the
New York market, that is why our stock is the most complete in this city,
--

.American Blue and Gray Prints. Calico
Come Early.

24

inches wide, former price 8jcts per yard,

Your lust chance to buy thorn at this price.

SALE PRICE ujcts PER YARD.

ONE HUNDRED, BOYS THREE PIECE SCHOOL SUITS,

SIZES 9 T0
'Good fitting and well made

'

l"

p

14

PANTS;

YEARS-U)N- G

'Supply yourself now lor i all wants.

i'.7

Our Prices From Now on Will Startle You &

jz?

It is a pleasure to us to show you .through our entire stock, Regardless

of making a sale.

Our

stock is the

bjst line shown.

Ask to seo qaít'JhW

OÍ

BOYS SCHOOL SHOES.

Carpets

Comforts

Harness

We show the largest lino üí
'Comforts, wool and cotton
blankets.

.Mattings, Linoleums, all
sizes of Rugs, at reduced
prices.

Our Harness and Saddlo shop
uses the No. 1 Ehorhard
Skh-tirfand No. 1 Alvln

Í

Harness Leather,

Agricultural I mplements.

Groceries.
Including, flour A graui we wi.IImc-11 $0? this v.'cel;, only, &.
following articles at the invw"jl prices;
iPrideoi Colorado Flour .......
per cVt.'
" '"
üiest Granulated Sugar
Eio Coffee (íresh toasteá)
$0.14 pel- pound
Table salt 4 lbs. for
cents.
ooz. K. C. Baking Powder
20
"

Alter November 1st Ve will have a competo

-

.

.

pounds Jap Rice for
20 pounds oí Prunes fcr

16

1$
14

2
'

Cro-w-

L. M.

Ravens

.

........
........

Evaporates! Apples

10

" Fancy Pears Halves)

17

"

Best Grn nulntod Sugar

. .

......

.

olía Ikfcitfs Farm Itíu

IMl-oWs-

Cóltíta'bífc

40

m

'ON

SALE

iVisfo

M S'ttfól

Drill,
Dríig totíri

cfeormidk táoWe-rítWA UaYiA ÍMnfr
McCormick
Weber VVagotti,
All at reucvA Wfefcs.

..sfl.'OO

,

..1.00
..1.00
..1.03

Sun Dried Apples

12

Wfock of

Jiksnents:
Wddd Beam Plows,
Steele Beam Plot's,
Steolo Beam Rod Breakers,
,
Steele Fratno Bise
Iloosicr L'0w PkWn

..$1.00

.... .$1.00
1

J

.00

1

Everything Strictly One Price
:""m

.

i

Comienzo de Nuestras Ventas Por DineroM. HERZSTEIN

&

-

Go.

Todos Los Artícelos Mar cados A lo mas
Todo Nuestro Surtido Sera Vendido a Precios tan Reducidos Que No Habrá
Comparación Con Los Precios De Otros Comercios

Infimo

Algunas Especialidades Para
ESTA SEMANA.

j&

j&

Un Oran Surtido de Cuerpos de Señora de Todos Colores, de Verando al Estilo.

Tamaños

De' 32

40 Serán Vendidos a

s.

25c

Cada Uno.

Una Venta Sin Igual,

'

Tenemos CUERPOS De Linón, Frente de Bordado Y Encaje
Todo Tirado Al Fuejo.
$1.25 $1,50 21.75 Y $2.00.
Y de Cuadros,

SU PRECIO
Cuellos de Señora a 10o

3

Por

ANTERIOR

Un Surtido de Cuellos de Señora.

Como

5

Por 75c Cada Uno.

Dozenas Bien Hechos do Todos Colores.

Nuestro Precio

Anterior 50c Ahora Por 18c 2 por 35c.
Un Surtido Sin Tgual de Material Para Cuerpos de Señora Para El Otoño E Invierno, deVarios Colores, do 24 a 30 Pulgadas de Ancho.
No
Ahora Por 11c Hasta 4oc Yarda.
llay Dos Del Mismo Color,
Como 1000 Yardas en Venta.
Nuestro Precio Anterior 2üc Hasta 83c Por Yarda.
Nos Nos Paramos en Denver o St. Louis
Cuadras es la Linea Mas Popular en la Fabrica para TRAJES de Señora. Nuestro Surtido es el Mas Comploto.
Para Comprar Nuestro Surtido, Ni Compramos de Representantes de Casas del Oriente Sino Vamos Directamente al Mercado de Nueva York.
Por eso Nuestro Surtido es el Mas Completo en Esta Ciudad.
Su Ultima Chansa para
Precio Anterior 83 por yarda.
Nuestras Indianiüas "American" Azules y Pardas 24 Pulgadas de Ancho por 5 Centavos.
-

.

I5T,Comprarlos a Esto Precio.

VENGAN

DE

3

UNA VEZ.

CI EN VESTIDOS DE ESCUELA DE TRES PIEZAS.
.

AMAINUb Ve, y A 14 AIN Ub-- -r

Súplanse

íe

Bien hechos

I

AIN

1

ALUfN LAKUU,

r quo hay Oportunidad.

Nuestros Precios de Ahora en Adelante Serán
Tendremos placer en enseñar todo nuestro surtido sinos comprn ó noi
'
Nuestros Zapatas de niño

Alfombras

Tenemos el nías grande suitido
de colchas y frazadas de algodón
y

Incluyendo harnia y grano venderemos esta cnlahat sola-monto, los sigurentos artículos!
$1.75 por ciento
Harina "Pridauf Colorado"....
" "
. $5. 75
La Me jur Azucnr G ranulada . . . . . . ;
. ;
Cafe Rio (tostado)
.
.... .0.14 por libra
5 centavos.
.
Pal do mesa 4 lbs. por" , i . . . . . . . i .

...

.

.

80
16
20
10
14

12
10
IT

OZ,

K,

...

C.Levadür

" " "
" " "

En nuestros se sillería usa N0i
1 de
Vaqueta Ehorhará y
yAlvia;

lana.

Implementos de Agricultura

Aborrotes

60

Guarniciones

Colchad

Linóleo y todos tomafios
de piaos a procins re
ducidosi

25

Nuestro surtido es el mas completo.

"

:.!.i;;

i

..

"

lib. Arroz Japüniís por .
" Cirhuela
"
" 2 C pasa
'
Manzana seca "

. i ; . . . i

:

.

. . .

I

Arados Timón do Palo(
Arados Timón de Accro(
Rompedores Timón de Acel'd
Rastrillos Tímbn de Acero DisA

"
"

.1.00
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AllOIÍ A. jeJ
Maquinas de Cortar ZacaW MtiClofinlcV,
Rastrillos McCoríniclt
Carros "Weber"
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Toilo a Pfdcios Reducidos

$1.00
. .

.1.00

;..... ;.$L00

"
Evaporada
" Pera seca
" Aawrof GrfcriuhwJ

.

20
40
65

Düspueslul primero de Noviembre tendremos un fcomplüto surtido do
plemehtos do John Deere
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The Important Matter of Dress
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GOOD

MAJMNERS

One of the Earliest Things
Should Be Taught.

p.

"

AT TABLE.

Child

While the minor details of table
manners vary with the years on broader lines, they still remain the
for others, the suppression of anl;ual-llkcharacteristics,
such a gulttony and greediness, and
the cultivation of those finer instincts
that makes the breaking of'bread together a beautiful family ordinance,
not a wild scramble of pigs at
trough an eating to live, not a living
to eat.
Good manners should be Ingrained,
not superficial, and put on for company. To make them natural, train-
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ing should be begun as soon as a
child Is able to sit at the tatile. If a
little one Is early taught by example
and precept all those little details fiat
mark a person of gentle breeding, he
will always appear to advantage snd

that without
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"I always like to take a meal Vlth,
a man before engaging him for my
school," said a prominent educator.
"Xo matter how brilliant a record he
may have as a scholar, if his manr ers
ars boorish I do not care to hive
hi n."
Boorishness must not be confused
wj.h Ignorance of "who's who find
what's what," in the thousand nnrt .inn
There is something curiously incongruous In the presence of modern intable accessories,
waves
knives,
forks, ventions in sacred places, but progress is not to be denied, and now the
spsons, glasses and the like, that no of the Sea of Galilee are ruffled by the screw of a small passenger-steamer- ,
one but the manufacturer can k;iep which has been running for the last few months from Tiberias.
tab on. A person may be
and not be able to tell the
between aa olive fork and a
butter pick; a bouillon cup and a tea
cu,i, a sherbet glass and one foi a
known as the wet or soft leprosy,
cocktail. He shows a distinct lacking
CONSUL PLUMACHER MAKES RE where every part becomes putrlfled
in manners, however, when
he stibs
and rots away, leaving at last nothing
PORT ON DREAD DISASTER.
tho bread with a fork, gobbles his
but a trunk of a human being.
food, masticates audibly
and with
The money given Dr. Plumache?
opineu niomi, smudges his glass in
drinking, talks with his mouth fall, Says Malady Is Not Contagious and lasted about two months, after which
Thinks It Curable Results of Exhe carried the cases eight months at
shDvels in his food with a knife, picks,
haustive Study by Represenhis own expense.
punches and pokes the general dlst of
His reports point
out that the treatment produced good
broad, cake or fruit to bo sure he is
tative In Venezuela.
results, but that the lack of proper
geUlng the best, or sniffs ostentatiously at each article of food as placed beWashington.
After displaying rare food made absolute cure impossible.
Dr. Plumacher says In his repavy
heroism by the devotion of a lifetime
fore him.
to a study of leprosy, Eugene K. Pl-that as he was successful and full ot
macher, American consul at Maracai-bo- , hope for continued good results, he
Educational Value of a Doll.
Venezuela, has decided that the concluded he would rather drop the
Sir Lauder Brunton's delightful dissertation on dolls at the meeting of dread malady Is not contagious, but society of his friends of the leper
the British association should be read, is hereditary to a degree not reached colony than to abandon the lepers.
Though he observed minute care to '
marked, learned and put into practice in any other disease. He has made
by all mothers. Every little girl, said an exhaustive report to the state de- avoid any danger from contagion, he
Sir Lauder Brunton, should not only partment telling of his personal at- suffered a most horrifying experience
possess a doll, but should be taught tendance upon lepers afflicted in the in attending one of his patients, a
how to wash It, make cloths for it, most revolting form. His report Indi- boy at the leprosy institution, and a
how to exercise it, and prepare food cates that leprosy is curable, but that few days after the Incident small
for It. Dolly should be a real being to there is little hope in Venezuela or oth- sores appeared In his bands, but
up,
leper (olonles, after some months these dried
its little owner, and to this end should er
be a washable, unbreakable and mov- where nutritious foods and proper although discolored marks' remained.
From his observations of tho
able piece of mechanism, with hair drugs rarely are provided.
Dr. Plumacher was appointed to cases In his care, the consul concludthat will comb and limbs that will not
come off. Nowadays one so frequen- Maracalbo in 1878, where in jointure ed that without plenty of nutritious
tlytoo frequently hears "my little with his duties as consul he constant- food to build up the system of the
girl does not like dolls." But every ly observed leper cases and their afflicted there will never be gond rewee girlie should be taught to love treatment and where he experimented sults from the treatment of the lepers
her dolly and care for it. In this way in no small way. In this he has had at Maracalbo.
The report gives statistics showing
maternal love is fostered, and, what the benefit of correspondence
with
is more, every girl would grow up the most advanced scientists ot the the alarming number of lepers in
of Colombia and Veneiuela.
with as perfect a knowledge of the United States and Europe and it was
management of children as she has in through his efforts that the tia tua
the ordinary way of drawing, music or plant, used in treating the disease, is
WEAR STOCKINGS OR WALK.
now planted In all countries which
needlework.
have leper stations.
Order Is Given Women by Street Car
At the request of these scientists,
The Kitchen Sink.
Company at Resort.
Tho ideal sink Is of porcelain with Dr. Plumacher took a large number
rolled edge, round corners, porcelain of photographs of lepers,, personally
Atlantic City, ?. J. Women in Lathback and open plumbing without
a removing the bandages of the afflict- ing suits can not ride on the cross-tow- n
ed In order that the best results might
trolley cars unless they near
crack or crevice for dirt or the
water bug. He Is ready still, be attained. It was prophesied that stockings. Those wearing
or
but he must Uve in the open and not he would contract the disease, but this socks or no covering of any kk. l to
He was allowed to their leg3 will not be taken on the
A white enamel sink did not happen.
lie concealed.
Is almost as good as the porcelain and visit secretly many lepers In Maracars.
This now rule of the company bemuch less expensive.
Soapstone and calbo, concealed by their families to
slate are very good, and so, too, Is the avoid being sent in perpetual banish- came known this afternoon, when
young women, one of whom vore
copper-linesink. The great danger ment to the island.
Using a secret mldlclne, which he neither socks nor stockings and the
'i the porcelain and enameled sinks
is the breaking of delicate china and obtained through Dr. S. C. Bothwell, other half hqsé, were prevented Irora
glass. The copper lining Is much the now marshal of the supreme court of boarding a car by the conductor.
"Ladies, yoa can't ride on this car,"
best for that. The wooden drain Porto Rico, he experimented with it
boards tipping slightly toward
the on these private cases. The medi- declared the conductor.
Fre- cine was expensive, but the board of
sink are a great convenience.
"What do you mean?" queried one of
quently rubber mats with roughened directors of the leper colony aUowed the women the one with no stocksurface are placed In these to keep the him a small sum to prepare the medi- ings.
"Well, ma'am, It's orders," mumbled
dishes from slipping. There are, be- cine and ten lepers were given Into
sides, wire and nickel-platedish Ids special charge. These cases em- the conductor.
The girls were left standing In the
drainers, which will keep the plates braced both classes of the disease,
separated one from another while the dry class, where extremities be- street and compelled to hire a bus to
come calclntzed so that fingers and get to their homes. Women attired In
(.'raining. Harper's Bazar.
toes may be broken off without pain full regulation bathing costumes
o
to the patients, and- the other class, allowed the freedom of the cars.
Object to Tipping.
The liverymen of Richmond, Va.,
are making much complaint against
the evil of tipping their drivers. They
se.y that whenever a driver receives
to spend It for
a tip, he proceeds
C rinks,
causing him to fail to do his
The combination wore on the nerves
duty.
li ornan Prisoner's Vocalization An- of the people on the
outside and thc4
noys Release Demanded.
descended upon the county commisBedstead Silencer.
sioners demanding Mary's exile. Mary
If a bedstead creaks at each move
Oswego, Kan. The singing of Mary Immediately shook the dust of Oswego
of the sleeper, remove the slats and
wtap the ends of each In old newspa- Weathers was too bad, even for the from her feet, Ignorant of the reason
pers. This will prove a complete county Jail, and Mary's term of lm-- I for her release.
No one would tell
r'isonnient has been cut short, on the her. They feared Mary might want to
sil'Micer.
condition that she and her alleged be paid for going should she learn
voice leave the county.
her power.
Pulpits.
London's Open-Ai- r
Mary is a lady of color who . has
London has Ave regularly
built
No Matinee for Schoolgltls.
opn-al- r
pulpits from which there is spent the greater part of the last two
Cleveland, 0. The board of educaThis did
preaching, and the results have been years in the local bastlle.
so good that other churches are con- not keep down her spirits, however,! tion proposes to inaugurate two sessidering the question of having such tor Mary would sing anywnere, ana sions dally at the high school to keep
pulpits built upon the outside of their all the time. At least, that was what the girls sway from the theaterj. The
she called It, but the people living in Bchool board (Jaeg not approve cf the
id'flces.
the vicinity ot the jail have other and matinee. "The héory that the half
r
not such pleasant names for the day sessoln gives pupils 3 clear afterLive Long.
sounds that were wafted through the noon for study does not work rut that
are proved to be
Five hundred and thirty emi- bars Into their homes. Mary' voice way," said Member S. P, Orth. "íícny
had the capacity of a steamboat whU-:l- boys spend the afternoon at athletic J
nent men and women were taken as
and her musical educative had and the girls attend social functions
basis, and their duration of life gives
cr the matinee.
teen neglected.
aa avi?.r'ge of about 6S!4 years.
gentle-mannere-
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EXQUISITE EVENING GOWNS.
- (1) Of white Ninon. The sleeves and
chemisette of chiffon.

Cii

scarf.

(2) Princess
white silk.

robe

of

pa!

blue trimmed with raised

The tailored coat and skirt In lilit
weight cloths, mixtures,
checks,
p tripes and plain goods will now have
their Inning-?They will be the smartest form of street costume seen this
.

tlcsue

embricrWs

In

tions, and wider insertion at the
top as a finish. All these insertions
are crosswise.

The

sleeves

are

knife-plaite-

flounces of pink chiffon that begisi at
fall.
Such costumes depend entire- the lace bands going over the si
ly on their cut and finish for their
and end several inches below the
beauty and smartness.
curve of the shoulders, edged with
For these costumes, when worn by white lace ruffles. These sleeves are
the women of moderate means, the cut to taper down to the center bust
favorite blue serge . will be line, where the white lace straps to
found exceedingly desirable.
which they are attached end, atid the
One recently seen had a short walk- under part Is turned back and forms
ing skirt, having a
hem, a drooping point across the side t
and three inches apart the first one the bust that extends to tho undtr-arthree inches above It two three-incseam.
Tacked lightly, to this
tucks. The skirt itself was a modi- plaited sleeve, and holding the plaitfied circular, close at the top. Down ing in, Is a line of tiny shaded pink
the center front was a tapering box roses that crosses the sleeves just beplait four inches wide at the belt, by low the shoulder curve, or at 'that
i'ight at the bottom, the plait tak- point where the arm begins.
This
ing in the tucked section. Across this rose band Is a little less than an inch
plait were loops of blue silk braid, wide; it ends at the center bust line
the braid bring quite like a cord.
where the lace shoulder straps and
The Eton coat was close around the plaited flounces terminate, and twisting around forms a tiny wreath. Bevalst line, bavins a pointed
of
walhtcuat
tween these tiny wreaths, one on
cloth, closed by loops of the blue each side, there is a fold of
cord, and edged at the top and botliberty satin four Inches wide. Betom by several rows of the braid low this the robe Is tucked, then comes
This waistcoat a soft tacked-oset close together.
girdle of
pointed down a bit below the belt. panne velvet.
From each tiny rose
The belt also tapered down in a point wreath is suspended a scarf end of
in the front, and up to the Bides, tucked tulle, also pink; this is an
where it was quite narrow, and the Inch and a half wide. Each Is an inch
narrow width continued around the and a half wide at the top by Ave
back. It was made of the blue braid at the bottom, the ends extending to
set so closely together that it con- below the knees. These are edged all
This belt was around by the tiniest of pink rosebuds
cealed the foundation.
attached to the coat. There were and are tucked to the bodice and
serge revers turned back from the girdle and cling to- the front of the
cloth vest, the widest part of the rev- robe.
ers being a little above the waist
The Man with the Lawn Mower.
line; from that point they slanted
A man is a man every Inch when
Jown abruptly to the belt, while they
tapered upward gradually to the blue armed with a scythe. He strides mavelvet collar, braided heavily with jestic and everything falls before him.
the blue cord. This collar was nar- Indeed, no amateur armed with fx
row at the back, widening out Into scythe is as proud (and neariy as
revers, the lower and outer corners dangerous) as a bey with his first
He Is picturesque, too, and
of which extended over the bust to- gun.
ward the sides, slanting upward at lends himself to poetry. But an hour
r
will take
the Inside edge to within an inch and or two with a
a half of the coat's fronts and then the conceit out of any one. The man
his
tapering downward again to the edge, who rashly undertakes to keu
where the braided serge revers met tennis court or ljls half a dozen rods
mai
them.
of lawn in order with a
Tho sleeves were full coat sleeves, chine Ib lost unless he is a labor
ending a little below the elbows and maniac.
having two velvet points overlapping
Of course, it will be said: "Hire a
man once a week, say." This, given
iach for cuffs.
gorgeous dinner gown In pale the money, pounds simple, but diesn't
A
pink chiffon taffeta has lengthwise always work. In the first place, such
itripes of pink roses. These stripes men by no means grow on every
are strips of satin ribbon set on, bush.
In the suburbs and in counand they show half blown roBes and try towns they are procurable
of
buds In various shades of pink.
sorts. In the country they are nonIt is an Empire robe, the slight existent or nearly. In the second,
slanting in at the waist line being at- the "hired man" Is apt to be un in
tained by box lnits In the soft chif-To- tolerable tyrant, differentiated from
taffeta that flare as they de- the resident gardener only because he
scend, ending at the knees. The satin has more slaves beneath his rule and
ribbon stripes are luid on between "bosses" ten maiden ladies to the
Ihe plaits.
dther's one.
An added sting is that to many
The top of the robe has its neck cut
go over eyes a
nquare. Hands of white
lawn with flower
the shoulders near the thoat and ex- beds on It is not lovely. It looks much
tend to the bust line, and between prettier with longer grass starred with
them, In both the front and the back, daisies. London Saturday Review.
are squares not squares, for they are
Plant Growth at Night.
two inches longer than they are
Most plants grow more rapidly by
broad of lengthwise tucked yellow
oiilffon, having three white lace inser duy than by night
oul-der- s
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Bad Singing Opens Jail Door.
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FAMOUS OLD FLAGSHIP NIAGARA
TO BE RAISED FROM LAKE ERIE
Vessel Made Memorable Through Heroic Deeds
Commodore Perry to Be Preserved as
a Naval Relic.
"

m

i

of

PLAYS TUNE ON

BARREL.

Massachusetts Man Has a String
strument That I a Wonder.

City of Electricity.
New York City consumes nearly 1,
000,000,000 units of electricity per anAnaemic Woman Curad by Dr. Wilnum, while London, with nearly double
liams' Pink Pilla Recommend the) the population, consumes not more
Pills to All Othore Who Suffer.
of that amount. The
than
Anosmia is just the doctor's name for consumption per head of population In
bloodlossuess. Dr. Williams' Pink Pills New York is stated to be 282 units,
enre ausemin as food cures hunger. London.
They cured Mrs. Thomas J. McGann, of
17 Lincoln Place, Pluiufleld, N.J.,wUo
I.EARX EXPEKT SHOllTIMJVn
New, quick method; $15 to $25 posisays:
tion guaranteed.
Lesson free. I'ernln
"Iu the spring of 1003 I did my Business
College, Denver.
usual honso cleaning and soon afterward I began to have the most terrible She Jilted him, but he could not
My heart wonlil beat so irheadaches.
Forget her; no, poor man,
regularly that it was pitiuful mid there The gifts he'd made her he had bought
came a morning wheu I could not get
On the installment plan.
up. My doctor said I lmd nnceniia and
be was surprised that L had continued
ASIA 01(1 ARS
your dealer
to live in the condition I was in. WtM not make uu nervuuit.
M. Hymuu Cigar Co., til) 1 7lh HUeut,
or
The
I was confined to my bed for nearly uenver, 1010.
two mouths, the doctor coming every
day for tho first few weeks, but I did not
Now some industrious scientist has
improve to amount to anything. Al
discovered that the bed bug carries
together I was sick for nearly two the germs of leprosy. Boil your bed
years. I was as weak as a raj?, had bugs.
headaches, irregular heart beats, loss of
appetite, cramps in the limbs and was
Write for rlotli namnlc of mv 110 Hand
NulH. made by I. tlinle. the little
unable to got a good uiglit s sleep. My Tailored
tailor, 15th and Curtis St., Denver.
legs and feet were, so swollen that I
feared they would brirst.
While attempting to lift a stove the
" Before very long after I tried Dr.
other day, a man dropped dead, and it
chango
Pink
I
Pills
felt
Williams'
for is safe to say that every married man
a
the bettor. I have taken about twelve who heard about it told his wife.
boxes and although I was as near the
grave as could bo, I now feel as if I
had a now lease of lito. I lmvo no more
headaches, tho heart beats regularly, my
checks are pink and I feel ten years
youngor. I feel that I have been cured
very cheaply and I lmvo recommended
the pills to lots of my friends."
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills are sold bv nil
For a short time only
drnggists, or will be sent by mail on rewe offer this nadilla
(pel
horn.
douhla
ceipt of price, 50 cents per 1hx, six boxes
o trunes,
28
Im h aklrt. 2
$3.50, by the Dr.Williums Medicine Co.,
stirrup leathern, ileal
Scheuectady, N. Y.
leather covered

In-

Maiden, Mass. Out of a sugar barrel Frederick S. Hall, of Maiden, ha3
constructed a unique musical Instrument, supposed to be a distant relative
to the 'cello, and on the one string of
the contrivance the performer plays
arias and selections
from famous

h

operas.

Hall got the Idea for the barrel
'cello one day when he heard the hollow sound made by some small boys
pounding on a large hogshead. He believed that the hollow cavity of a
good, stout oaken barrel would profor a
duce a good sounding-boar-

vibrating string.
Procuring a 'cello string, Hall rlfcged
It on the side of a barrel and then
began his experiments. After several weeks' work he has perfected an
Instrument that gives a surprisingly

?
1

1

Washington. 1 he rate bill, pure
food Inspection measure and .the selection of a type for the Panama canal
are among the legislative products of
the session of congress Just ended
that have the largest share of Interest from a practical standpoint, but
from a historic viewpoint the house,
senate and president, at the instance
of Representative Arthur L. Bates,
enacted no more interesting law than
that appropriating 20,000 to raise the
famous old flagship Niagara from
Lake Erie and preserve it as a permanent sailors' home at Erie, Pa., as
a memorial to the first victory of an
American fleet over a foreign foe.
The bill provides for the salvage
work under the direction of the secretary of the navy and for the erection of a suitable building of brick
' and stone for housing the vessel after
It is transported to land.
"rhe site contemplated by the board
i of trustees
of the soldiers' and sail-- i
or3' home of Erie, who are made the
i custodians of the vessel, for the pro- i posea Duuaing
is on a uiun ovenooK- ! lng Lake
Erie, making a most appro- ? priate setting for carrying out the pa- ; trlotic Intentions of the advocates of
Thereafter the
j the restoration plan.
; naval relic is to be kept on exhibí- 4lnn traa tn tha nii1,Tlrt at all Hmna
The size of the building may be
j Judged from the fact that the Niagara
I which wa3 built after the same model
i as the Lawrence, was 100 feet straight
j rabbet, 30 feet beam, 9 feet hold and
I was pierced for 20 guns.
Every American knows of the he
roic deeds of Perry at the battle of
Lake Erie in the war of 1812. It Is
one of the brightest pages in a naval
bistory lustrous In deeds of valor.
Contrary to an impression that has
gained currency the Niagara did not
sink during the battle. It was not
until years later, when the memory
j of the great victory was fading Into
forgetfulness that the Niagara found
at the botteni of the
J a resting place

;

j,

?
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lake.
The water at this point is not very
deep and the location of the wreck
has been well identified. Fortunately,
the fact that it has been half im
mersed in sand and water for the last
40 years has kept its old timbers In
an unusually good state of preservation and no doubt is entertained that
the vessel can be successfully raised.
At the beginning of the present congress Representative Dates announced
his determination to see that a relic
of such value should be carefully
kept. He did not finally succeed in
fcrclng through the bill and getting
the signature of the president till the
closing week. It was not difficult to
persuade President Roosevelt to give
his approval.
The raising of the Niagara should
not take a great deal of time and the
suggestion has even been made that
it be rushed so that the ceremonies
attendant on placing the old craft on
of the home may take place
the
c- - September 10, the ninety-thiranniversary of the conflict.
The battle of Lake Erie has always
been recarded by Americans as their
ciuwnlng victory on water in the second struggle with Great Britain. It
l.-.-

d

mellow tone.
Friends of the musician have heen
calling at hij studio by the score for
the past few day3 to hear the new
musical Instrument. Hall has received
a large offer for the instrument from
a circus performer, but he refussi to
made the fame of Commodore Oliver part with it.
Hazard Perry, born in Rhode Island,
Hall is well known In local mutdcal
and one o'. the greatest of our early circles. He Is the composer of sevsea fighters.
eral tuneful songs and marches.
Perry not only fought both the Lawrence and the Niagara with consummate skill, but he also built them, BANKER BUYS WAITER A RAf'CH,
an achievement not possible to the
David H. Moffat Will Install Old
naval leaders of
Friend in Home Near Him.
Early In the war he was assigned to
go to Lake Erie and build two brigs
Denver, Col. David H. Moffat, mil
of war of 500 tens each and 20 guns.
lionaire banker and railroad builder of
Co imperative was the haste that timColorado, who boasts as his friend
ber cut In the forest was put Into the
Thomas Gay, head waiter of the I'lfth
ships on the same day.
Avenue hotel, New York, desire his
His force was much depleted and
to live near him, and as the
discouraged by Illness when the Brit- friend

J I
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Washington. Lou marches In the
infantry branch of the army, as pro-vlded for In recent orders, pertaining
to annual camps of instruction, are
disapproved by Brig. Gen. William S.
McCaskey, commanding
the southwestern division, in his annual report
to the war department The recent
orders, he says, will have a decided
and disastrous effect upon reenllst- nients.
Commenting upon the general dls-l- j
satisfaction, Gen. McCaskey says:
nn now ordered
"The nractlpfl marr-hpBfid the prospect of a repetition of this

A $40 Saddle for

$28 co.D.
wool-line- d

s,

that direction has
ish fleet under the command of the
chased a ranch of 158 acres in Routt
brave Capt. Robert Herlot Barclay ap- county, near
Steamboat Springs,
peared In force.
which he is having put In shapa be
Barclay was a veteran of fine abilfore presenting it to Gay. Mr. Moffat
ity, who had been with Nelson at
bought
Trafalgar, and had sustained a serious spend the rauch for $4,800. He will
a goodly portion of his timo on
injury there.
the ranch with his old friend. The
His fleet consisted of the Detroit, a friendship of
the two men has Inter
new and strongly built ship of 17 fered with
Moffat's business several
guns, all long except two, the Queen
times, but when a. man objected to
Charlotte, the Bchooner Lady Provost, the waiter the banker wanted nothing
the brig Hunter, the sloop Little Belt to do with him. Once a Denver man
and the schooner Chippewa.
took an eastern capitalist to Mr. Mof
Commodore Perry had at his dis- fat's room In
the hotel to talk over a
posal the Lawrence, his flagship; the
business deal Involving $250,000. They
Trlppe,
Ariel,
Niagara, Caledonia,
found Moffat playing poker with the
Tigress, Soniers,. Scorpion, Ohio and waiter. They were introduced to hlra
Porcupine.
as they would have been to any other
In numbers the American fleet waa guest and
the deal fell through on
the stronger, but the British ships account of the attitude of the eastern
Only man
were better fighting crafts.
when a waiter was Introduced to
two of the Americans, the Niagara
him as a social equal.
and the Lawrence, were of the first
class.
Furthermore, the enemy enjoyed an EXPORTS AND IMPORTS GROW.
advantage in having the long guns,
Foreign Trade on Sound Basis and
while for the greater part the Amerl
Collections Are Large.
can ships were equipped with caron
naues, wmcn could only carry for a
City of Mexico. During the flaca!
short distance.
Before going Into the battle Perry year ended June 30 the total exportaraised on tiis flagship a standard on tions of the country amounted to
In
which were the words of the heroic $271,138,809, against $208,520,451
Lawrence, for which the ship was the preceding fiscal year, a gala of
Imports amounted
to
named, spoken in his moments
of $02,618,357.
death:
"Don't give up the ship."
The British commander was terri
bly injured and nearly all his ships
were complete wrecks. So impressed
was Perry by the valor of the enemy
that when the time for surrender
came and the enemy's officers came
to his flagship, the Niagara, he de
clined to take their side arms.
His triumph complete, Perry sent
to Gen. Harrison this modest message,
which remMns a classic:
"We have met the enemy and they
are ours. Two ships, two brigs, one
schooner and one sloop."
Milk Fed Pumpkin Amazes.
111.
Bloomlngton,
A milk
fed
pumpkin is the latest development in
agricultural circles. Two pumpkinn,
grown on the same vine, were on exhibition at the Tazewell county íaL-- ,
They stood side by side, but one waj
ten times larger than the other. The
giant was given a pint of milk per day,
a hole being out in the vine which
was attached to the stem. The iulik
was completely absorbed over night.
The small brother attained natural
growth, but the milk fed weighed 100
pounds.

ARMY MARCHES TOO LONG.
Gen. McCaskey Says Infantry Branch
Disapproves Unnecessary Tramp.

Denver Directory

to-da-

first step

summer's long encampments and the
extended marches Incident thereto are
looked upon as an unnecessary hard
ship. American soldiers are thinking
men and reason to the effect that
while any hardship that is necessary
will be endured, those not necessary
will be evaded. It Is believed that the
Infantry soldier upon reenlistment
will be found in the coast artillery.
"I am of the opinion that camps of
instruction as now conducted are teo
long In duration. Three weeks in
camp should be sufficient. Marches
should be less than 100 miles; any
thing beyond this is unnecessary and
is disapproved of by the majority of
officers and men whom I have Inter
vis wed on the subject."

against

an

$178,204,962,
of $12,440,112.
Nearly

L'U,b&l,974,

increase

pur-

In

0

in coined silver was exported
and some $38,178,000 new gold was
Imported in the readjustment of the
currency. Exports of merchandise in
the fiscal year Increased by $2,741,919.
The foreign trade of the country Is on
a sound basis and the customs collections large.
During the fiscal year the United
States took of Mexican exports
$186,-010,05-

Great
Germany,

Britain,"

$20,523,156;

$47,272,873;

France,

$8,010,-27-

Mexico Imported from the United
States to the amount of $145,600,313;
Germany,
$20,814,557;
from
from
$20,344,648;
from
Great Britain,
France, $16,3S3,255. All sums are in
Mexican standard currency, the uult
being
of the American dollar
gold.
one-hal-

f

STAYED

IN JAIL

DESPAIRED

DOCTOR

BY CHOICE.

"Eddie" Mullln Declined

to Accept
Fredom and Died in Prison.

warranted In every renpeot. and equal
to unddle sold for $40
everywhere. Catalogue
free.

Hunters Mauled by Lioness.
A fight between two hunteiB and an
Infuriated lioness Is reported from

British East Africa.
Messrs. Lucas and Goldfinch left
Nairobi on a shooting expedition, and
when five miles from tho town the
lioness was observed.
While the men stood at the edge of
the thicket the brute pounced on Mr.
Goldfinch and tirew him to the
ground. It bit him on the thigh be
fore Mr. Lucas lodged a bullet in its
neck.
Maddened by the wound, the animal turned its attention to Mr. Lucas
whose horse It felled and then pluned
the rider to the ground. Inflicting lac
erations on his face and biting his
right arm. He was saved by Mr,
Goldfinch, who, sitting up, rolled the
shot.
lioness over with a
The beast was about to spring on
Its victim asaln when another dis
charge from the same weapon proved
fatal. The wounded men were taken
back to town, where they received
medical aid.
well-aime-

Serve as lllumlnants.
of Jamaica emit so
The
brilliant a light that a dozen of them,
enclosed within an Inverted tumbler,
will enable a person to read or write
at night without the lea3t difficulty.
Indeed. It Is an expedient to which
many resort. These fiie3 are In size
as large as a common hive bee, and
perfectly harmless. Their appearance
In unusual numbers acts as a barometer to the natives, and U an Indication of approaching rain.

Tht Fred MaclUr
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your dealer tor them. luKt no otner.
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Street, Denver.
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AMERICAN HOUSE BEE
West.

The hent f J per day hotel In the
American plan.

Oxford Hotel

Denver One block from Union Depot
C. H. MOUSE. Mgr.
Fireproof.
DKNVKK BI KINKHH I'VIVKRHITY.
West H7ih ami liryanl. Kxprlnad tta'her!
Individual Instruction; nne equipment; com- luactli'al courses of Htudy In Ixmkkeep
fl"te, pnorthand,
typewriting.
Insrllsh.
(ulet Inratlon; room and u hoftid in Tnlver-tdi- y
bulltllnn. roHltiuns hoc red. I'atalog free.
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CV,
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CENTRAL

fire-flie- s

Enterprise Block, Denver.
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krriiliijr, ai:orllinml,
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THE WAY OUT.
Change of Food Brought Success and
.
Happiness.

E. E. BURLINGAME

&

CO.,

ASSAY OFFICE "LAHBORA?RY

An ambitious but delicate girl, after EttabtUhtd in Colorido, 1966. Rimplm by mail or
and careful attention
falling to go through school on ac- eztireu will recti vt prompt
Gold & Silver Bullion 8 oí?
count of nervousness
and hysteria,
found in Grape-Nutthe only thing Concentration Tests-- 100
8
that seemed to build her up and furLawrence St., Denver, Colo.
nish her the peace of health.
"From Infancy," she says, "I have
not been strong. Being ambltlou3 to
learn at any cost I finally got to the
High School, but soon had tp abandon my studies on account of nervous
prostration and hysteria.
"My food did not agree with me, I
grew thin and despondent.
I could
not enjoy the simplest social affair for
MAPS OF COLORADO
I suffered constantly from nervousnut mal ron:c. Sir. F.do luiyu
ness In spite of all sorts of medicines. treathon
Mitp. fn'ded, tl. Wll Mho, 1 Six foot Kortlonal
Mnp,tR
PorketHtM'tlonul
Map, vry a.vuntte.any
"This wretched condition continued
Send for rHta'ovue. Mhh aai
when I be- ftnitnflheetiite.fi. to ordr. ( In o i Alai Co
until I was twenty-five- ,
came Interested in the letters of those 7 75 15th Street, Denver, olo,
who had cases like mine and who
AND ORGANS
were being cured by eating Grape-Nuts- . PIANOS

vMo"'r,i
"'y.?

s

1736-173-

.?
Kn-i-

Cleveland, O. "Eddie" Mullln, who
for 29 years refused to leave the Cuyahoga county Jail, died at the city hospital. He was about 65 years of age.
Mullln was a familiar figure about
the county prison. He was picked up
by a policeman one day In the fall of
1877 wandering aimlessly about.
He
was talking to himself about ships and
Egypt. He was taken to the county
Jail to await an investigation as to his
sanity. He was not violent and the
probate court did not Investigate his
case. Hugh Buckley, member of the
board of public safety, was then sheriff, and he ordered the release of Mullln. The prison doors swung open and
Mullln was told that he was free.
"I don't want to be free. Please let
we stay here. This is the best place
I have found since I left the ship the
good ship Alice," walled Mullln with
tears in his eyes.
Mullin's manner touched the shirtff,
and he said he could stay around the
Jail until he found a place to vdrk.
Mullln liked the Jail so well tha,'' he
i'A not try to get a Job.

C

"I had little faith, but procured a
box and after the first dish I expefeeling
satisfied
rienced a peculiar
that I had never gained from any ordinary food. I slept and rested better
that night and in a few days began
to grow stronger.
"I had a new feeling of peace and
restfuless. In a few weeks, to my
great joy, the headaches and nervousness left me and life became bright
and hopeful. I resumed my studies
and later taught ten months with ease
every
of course using Grape-Nut- s
day. It Is now four years since I began to use Grape-Nuts- ,
I am the mistress of a happy home and the old
weakness has never returned." Name
given by Postura Co., Battle Creek,
Mich. "There's a reason." Read the
little book, "The Road to Wellvllle,"
In pkgs.

Rend jour mime with
tlila ml. fur t nf flue Inr- iiliiniMiind oivniie.
fulii Infrom
M5 up. Organ
from IIS to ti up. Hnjr
Huiiim, ran be played by
anyone, HM) up. Iiwtru-ment- e
eold on eanjr term
to null burer. Victor talking mwlilnea (old at factory iirli-eon site? temía.
Write for catalog of.
our dlffereut liutrumuula.

THE KNIGHT- - "
CAMTBELL Ml'MIO
COMPANY,

California 8U
Denver, Colo.

109.1-3-

WANTED

YOUNG

for the

MEN

NAVY
eres 17 to 35, must be able bodied, of
rood character and American eltliena,
either native born or naturallied. Apply to Navy Recruiting Office. loom tl
Pioneer building. Denver, or room 411
PoatotSce building, Pueblo. Colorado.

Mrs. J. C. Chapín, formerly of
this place, now of Tempe, Ariz.,
arrived Wednesday and will vis
it here for so vera days. Mrs.
Cha'iin will attend Suuda scltoul
Geo. Dwyor and wife v.ore in it the First Paptist church Sun
town Wednesday on a shopping day, which will afford the young
people an opportunity to meet
tour.
her.
of
daughter
Miss Sarah Giles,
Clayton
ty Baptist Ladies Aid.
W. Y. Giles, entered the
school last week:
The Ladies' Aid of the Paptist
D. W. Snyder went to Garrett church will' meet Tuesday afterthe first of the week, looking af- noon, October 1'ud, with Mrs.
ter his sheep.
Geo. Spurr.
All are cordially
Reinvited.
Ed Fox is attending the
publican Territorial Convention
FOP, SALE CHEAP.
at Las Vegas, this week.
Five room house with bath and
J. A. Paco made a Hying trip electric iight. Any one wishing
to Folsom this week in the inter- a nice home, address
L. k. At.dkedge,
ests of one of his clients.
Roc-orRoy, N. M.
Frank Anderson and Dee
were in from tho Üiver last
Rate to New
week with a load of tine peaches.

Paz Val verde, is spending a
days in Pueo.
bo disconThe day trains
00th.
Sept.
Sunday,
tinued

few

I

d

E
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Homest? ad Locating And Surveying

CLAYTOIST,

MEXICO.

3STETVV"

ivery. Feed
tables

Camp House in Connection.
Clayton

On Short Notice. Pre

The Clayton

LIVERY & FEED
STABLE.
: :

Attorney,

pare Desert Entries.
HANDLE LIVE STOCK and RANCHES.

Sqvyre,

'Phone No. (it

.

SUCCESSOR TO NEW MEXICO REALTY CO.

fN. M.

in

P. EASTERWOOD,..

G Thompson Realty Co.

fur-

nished for all kinds of work.
Country work solicited.

Clayton,

O.

.Surveyor,

BUILDER.
Plans and specifications

THOMPSON,

X. M.

2T

Wanted
Land

p

R.

?

PIERCE,

vf?

Proprietor.

Orleans 2nd Return.
Good Rigs and Careful Drivers,
Little Christine and Carl Ilursh'
On account Encampment
of
of Wichita Falls, Tex., are visit- Knights
Feed Yard and Camp IIoubc iu Connection
of Pythias at New Can malee quick sales
if price
ing their aunt Mrs. C. M. RichOrleans, via Colorado & Southern
Hay and
sausiactory, oí the following
Always on Hand
mond.
Ry. tickets on sale October 11th
properties:
ürown
T. B. James sold to II. J.
Phone No 35
limited to Í50 days. Official specCLAYTON, N.
G-rai-

Coa! Lands,
of Union Iowa, curs of wethers ial train leaves
Denver at 8:30 A.
Timber Lands,
jo be shipped from Curumpa N. M., Thursday, the 11th. Write
Mexico.
Grazing Lands,
for particulars.
Mr.
by
Dr. Lane, accompanied
Mining Properties,
T. E. PisiiKii.
Caleb Giles, went to the CimarGeneral Passenger Agent.
Colonization Lands.
ron this week to look after busiDenver, Colo. Properties must bo
largo and of
ness interests.
established
value.
Several
I. 11, Dean sold his interest in Kímary Ritter Dies at Las
dollars ready for investFaw-cetVegas.
t
the mercantile business of
ment.
and Dean, to Mr. Fawcett.
Kemary Ritter, a wealthy stockLand Script Bought and Sold.
Tho trade was closed today.
man, whose family lives at
Wo understand that Miss Anna
Colo., and who owned HUGO SEA BERG,
Ramcy and Mr. Pen Peach are large interests at Naravista, Colo.
RATON, N. M.
taking a post graduate course died at the Territorial Insane Asin tho Clayton High sen ol.
ylum at Las Vegas, Saturday
He was admitted from
Messrs. Daly, Kasterwood and night.
Union
county,
where he had lived
environPace aro enjoying the
a
for
time.
The
body has been
country
ments that surround the
shipped
to
for buri
Walsenburg
in
youths the city of Denver,
al.
sucmade
most
his
Ritter
Geo. Mohr, Mort Giles and W.
cessful
financial
his
deal
after
Y. Giles were in from the Arimind
was
unhinged,
before
just
FUNERAL DIRECTOR.
zona Sheep ranch this week attending to matters before the he was brought to the asylum, Have all Modern Equipment
with a
eighteen months ago.
land oflice.
mil-lio-

n

Wal-senbur-

n

M.

John Spring', Prop. Clayton

Meat Market
Fresh and Salt Meats.
Choice Fruits and Vegetables
Always in Stock,
Phone No. 85

CLAYTON, N M

.

A. E. WILT,

lardware Co.

DEALERS IN

General Hardware,
Windmill Supplies, Paints,' Oils, Etc
Tin Shop In Connection.
CLAYTON,
- - - . NEW MEXICO.

AND

m-urs- e

Mr. A. 0. Thompson's family

has moved from tho ranch which
lias been their homo for tho past
eighteen yea is, to the E. E.
property in town.
J. Ryan, of the firm of J. Ryan it Co., of Folsom, is in the city
today on business. Mr. Ryan is
figuring on putting a newspaper
in Folsom which is part of his
business here today,
A bunch of railroad men passed through here yesterday looking out a route from Oklahoma
to Dawson, so we are informed,
but we are unable to learn anything definite of th matter.
Wo we informed that there is
a petition in circulation in the
San-for-

Vicinity of Folsom to have- M, C.
Ginm appointed U. s. Court
Cominisnioncr, to be stationed at
Which
Folsom,
appointment
would be a great convenience to
people of that country.
Mr, Sieve Easley and wife returned to llanvood, Mo. WednesHÍUT a month's
day
visit
With Ue Easley families on- the
Miss Ohi Easley
,
Ihem as far as
where she will attend
CoUeije this winter.
-

itcconi-panlü-

d

Warrens-bi:i-jMo.-

Mrs. Sarah Layton has gore
to Mountain View, OUla., and will
bring her two littl grand da lighters homo with her when sue returns. It will be lemeinl cred
that Mrs.- Lay ton s daughter lost
her life in an accident a few
lvaVtng the two
K"'Um
JUljo diiii-i)- (.! luothecless.
.

Finí !3uks For Sata
We ha''e for sale several line
Bucks, ages front lambs up.
Cull on or write the Arizona
Sheep Co,, Veda, X, M.

Dissolution Notice.
Public notico is hereby given,
that the firm of Fawcett & Dean,
consisting of E. Fawcett and R,
11. Dean, doing business as gen
eral merchants in tho town of
Clayton, New Mexico: is this day
dissolved by mutual consent.
Mr. Lean retires, and Mr. Fawcett continues the business and
assumes all of the liabilities and
indebtedness of the firm outstanding, and will collect all
notes and accounts, or other
forms of indebtedness that may
be due and owing to said firm,
and receipt for the same.
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CUVI0NN.M.

have started a cirv
carriage in Clayton All

parties who want to be
called for

FAWCETT & DEAN.

trains will leave

at the
EKLUND HOTEL

orders

Phone at Hotel

Á Wholesale

Fred Malm. Prop

9 General

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
q

CUVIOV,

m

m

to

Merchante.

Clayton, - n.m.

Mtv urvirn

O. T. TOOMBS.

PHONE No,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Fawcett.

CLAtTON,

Folsom Lumber Co,

Chas, A Law,
--

Oilico

1H.

NKW MEXICO

Society Events.
Quite the most, delightful affair
of the season was tho entertain
ment given Monday afternoon by
Mrs, 1!. W.Lackey and Mrs. W.
II. Partlelt, every feature if
which, from the hand somoly decorated parlors 10 the close of the
dainty luncheon bespoke of the
inventive
origanality of the
charming hostesses.
The east
the
with
lor,
mantle
banked
pit
in southxrii smilax and sweet
peas, the piano almost buried in
the saiH sweet blossoms, while
grace Tul branches of our loved
state flower, the cosmos! lilled
every niche and corner, was only
rivaled by th south room with
Ü? gorgeous hangings of lure
Navajo blank its and sut'h a collation of! ndian relics and pottery as but fi'w possess. Nasturtiums aiul California poppies
were the dc'.'t.M lions used in the
dining room. Eight tables played
42, Miss Walton being the lucky

and Retail

OJ.IVKU P. KASTERWOOD,

Witnkss Ont Hands,
This tho 28th day of Sept., 1!)0(5
Root. II. Dkan.
E.

Always Ready.
PROMPTLY ANSWERED

CALLS

Chant Oti

J

kinds of Building material, BuildrW
Hardware, Paints. Oils, Buggies, Wagons
warming implements, and Windmills.
All

LAND LAWYER.
til Ic

Clayton N M.
winner of the lust prize, a Leautiful ont glans hon bon dish, Mrs.
Eaton, second, a sterling silver
and Venetian glass vase and Mrs.
walton vas more than consoled
with a unique Japanese gongj
Mrs i Samuel Ishairi Ncrth is
holding 1 roerplioa this afternoon in honor of Mi's. Judson
Chapin and Miss Joan lifltiirjyY

Folsom,

-

Now Mexico

.

-

G. L, COOK- .Real Estate and HoinostGad
Locating Agents.
Stock bought and sold on
Commission.

Tcxline,

i t t

Tmao

J. E. flOORE,

The Churches.

l)r. A. P. Morrison, of El Paso,
Tex., will pwju-l- at tho Metho
dist church Tliürshay evening,
Oct. 1th. This will le Dr.
Clayton
last round for the year,
s

Bif....Jn,1l(,H!9.,1(li

tt
ttr'c.t liflHlwafi! nr
plcmoiitN it
IVtitC

A.

i

Mor-rison'-

Prices,

CONTRACTOR.
New Maxico,
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V. TANNER.

Kenton, Okla
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